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Introduction
Parallel computers are being used increasingly to solve large, I/O-intensive applications in a number of different disciplines. A limiting factor, however, is the lack of a standard, portable application-programming interface (API) for parallel I/O. Instead of a single standard API, a number of different APIs are supported by different vendors and research projects. Many commercial parallel file systems (e.g., IBM PI-OFS [ll] and Intel PFS [12] ) and research parallel file systems (e.g., PPFS [lo] , Galley [18] [l] , and ChemIO [6] ). Different APIs are used by systems that support persistent objects (e.g., Ptool [Q],
ELFS [13], and SHORE [2]).
A group within the Scalable 1 / 0 Initiative [20] is developing a standard low-level interface for parallel 1/0 [5]. This low-level interface, however, is not intended to be used directly by application programmers, but instead at the operating-system level by developers of libraries for compllers, run-time systems, and applications. The only real effort to standardize an interface for parallel 1/0 at the applicationprogramming level is the MPI-IO [27] proposal that is based on MPI [16] . The MPI Forum has recently started an effort to standardize an interface for parallel 1/0 as part of MPI-2. The Forum is using MPI-IO [27] as a starting point. The result of this effort may well become the standard API in the future.
In this paper, we propose a strategy for implementing parallel-1/0 APIs portably and efficiently. For this purpose, we have defined an abstract-device interface for parallel I/O, called ADIO. Any parallel-1/0 API can be implemented efficiently on multiple file systems by implementing the API portably on top of AD10 and implementing only AD10 separately on each different file system. We have used AD10 to implement the Intel PFS interface and subsets of MPI-IO and IBM PIOFS interfaces on PFS, PIOFS, Unix, and NFS file systems. Therefore, we are able to run applications (that use the above interfaces) portably on the IBM SP, Intel Paragon, and networks of workstations. Performance studies with two test programs and one real production application indicate that the overhead of using AD10 as an implementation strategy is very low.
We stress that AD10 is not intended to be a new API itself, i.e., it is not intended to be used directly by application programmers. Instead, it is a strategy for implementing other APIs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explain the AD10 concept in more detail.
We describe the design of AD10 in Section 3 and discuss its use in implementing APIs such as the MPI-IO, PFS, PIOFS, PASSION, and Panda interfaces in Section 4. We present performance results in Section 5. We draw overall conclusions and discuss our plans for future work in Section 6.
The AD10 Concept
The main goal of ADIO is to facilitate a highperformance implementation of any existing or new parallel-1/0 API on any existing or new file-system, as illustrated in Figure 1 . AD10 consists of a small set of basic functions for performing parallel I/O. Any parallel-1/0 API (including a file-system inter- face) can be implemented in a portable fashion on top of ADIO. AD10 in turn must be implemented in an optimized manner on each different file system separately. In other words, AD10 separates the machinedependent and machine-independent aspects involved in implementing an API. The machine-independent part can be implemented portably on top of ADIO. The machine-dependent part is AD10 itself, which must be implemented separately on each different system. AD10 enables users to experiment with new APIs and new low-level file-system interfaces. Once a new API is implemented on top of ADIO, it becomes available on all file systems on which AD10 has been implemented. Similarly, once AD10 is implemented on a new file-system, all APIs implemented on top of AD10 become available on the new file system. This approach thus enables users to run applications on a wide range of platforms, regardless of the parallel-1/0 API used in the applications.
The AD10 approach was motivated by the lack of consensus, within both the parallel-1/0 community and the applications community, on any one standard API. Therefore, instead of mandating a particular API, we provide the framework for implementing any or all of them in a simple, efficient] and portable manner. When a standard API emerges, AD10 can be used to implement that API as well.
A similar abstract-device-interface approach for communication has been used very successfully in the MPICH implementation of MPI [SI.
AD10 Design
AD10 is designed such that it can exploit the highperformance features of any file system, and any API can be expressed in terms of ADIO. We designed AD10 by first studying the interface and functionality provided by different parallel file systems and highlevel libraries and then deciding how the functionality could be supported at the AD10 level portably and efficiently.
For portability and high performance, AD10 uses MPI [16] wherever possible. Therefore, AD10 routines have MPI datatypes and communicators as arguments. We describe the AD10 interface in the following subsections.
Open and Close
Open: ADIOTile ADIOapen(MP1Xomm comm, char *filename, i n t f i l e s y s t e m , i n t accessmode , ADIODffset d i s p , MPIDatatype etype, MPIDatatype f i l e t y p e , i n t iomode, ADIOHints * h i n t s , i n t perm, i n t *error-code)
All opens are considered to be collective operations. The communicator comm specifies the participating processes. A process can open a file independently by using MPI-COMMSELF as the communicator. The f i l e s y s t e m parameter indicates the type of file system used. The accessmode parameter specifies the file access mode, which can be either ADIO-CREATE, ADIORDONLY, ADIO-WRONLY, ADIORDWR, ADIODELETEDN-CLOSE, ADIOXXCLUSIVE, or ADIOATOMIC. These modes may be combined by using the bitwise exclusive-or operator. The ADIOXXCLUSIVE mode indicates that only the processes involved in this open call access the file; the AD10 implementation may use this information to perform client-side caching. The ADIOATOMIC mode indicates that the file system is required to guarantee atomicity of read/write operations. If this mode is not used, the file system need not provide atomicity and, therefore, may be able to improve performance.
The disp, etype, and f i l e t y p e parameters are provided for supporting displacements, etypes, and filetypes as defined in MPI-IO [27] . The iomode parameter is provided for supporting the 1/0 modes of Intel PFS [12] . The ADIOIints structure may be used to pass hints to the AD10 implementation for potential performance improvement. Examples of hints include file-layout specification, prefetching/caching information, file-access style, data-partitioning pattern, and information required for use on heterogeneous systems. Hints are purely optional; the calling program need not provide any hints, in which case AD10 uses default values. Similarly, the AD10 implementation is not obligated to use the specified hints. The perm parameter specifies the access permissions for the file. The success or failure of the open operation is returned in error-code. The ADIO-Open routine returns a file descriptor that must be used to perform all subsequent operations on the file.
Note that the displacement, etype, filetype, iomode, access mode, and hints associated with an open file can be changed by using the routine ADIOJcntl.
Close:
void ADIO-Close(ADIOEi1e f d , i n t *error-code) that opened the file must close it.
Contiguous Reads and Writes
void ADIOReadContig(ADIOPi1e f d , void *buf, i n t l e n , i n t f i l e -p t r -t y p e , ADIO-Offset o f f s e t , ADIO3tatus * s t a t u s , i n t *error-code)
The close operation is also collective: All processes Similarly ADIOWriteContig.
AD10 provides separate routines for contiguous and noncontiguous accesses. The contiguous read/write routines are used when data to be read or written is contiguous in both memory and file. ADIOReadContig and ADIO-WriteContig are independent and blocking versions of the contiguous read and write calls (independent means that a process may call the routine independent of other processes; blocking means that the resources specified in the call, such as buffers, may be reused after the routine returns). Nonblocking and collective versions of the contiguous read/write calls are described in Sections 3.4 and 3.5, respectively.
In the case of ADIOReadCont i g , buf is the address of the buffer in memory into which l e n contiguous bytes of data must be read from the file. The location in the file from which to read can be specified either in terms of an explicit offset from the start of the file or from the current location of the file pointer. AD10 supports individual file pointers for each process; shared file pointers are not directly supported because of performance reasons. Shared file pointers can be emulated on top of AD10 if necessary. The f ile-ptr-type parameter indicates whether the routine should use explicit offset or individual file pointer. If f ile-ptr-type specifies the use of explicit offset, the offset itself is provided in the o f f s e t parameter. The o f f s e t parameter is ignored when f i l e q t r -t y p e specifies the use of individual file pointer. The file pointer can be moved by using the ADIOSeekIndividual function, described in Section 3.6. The s t a t u s parameter returns information about the operation, such as the amount of data actually read or written.
Noncontiguous Reads and Writes
void ADIOReadStrided(ADIO_File f d , void *buf , i n t count, MPIDatatype datatype, i n t file-ptr-type, ADIODffset o f f s e t , ADIOStatus * s t a t u s , i n t *error-code) Similarly A D I O -W r i t eStrided.
Parallel applications often need t o read or write data that is located in a noncontiguous fashion in files and even in memory. AD10 provides routines for specifying noncontiguous accesses with a single call. Noncontiguous access patterns can be represented in many ways, e.g., [19] ; we chose t o use MPI derived datatypes because they are very general and have been standardized as part of MPI. ADIOReadStrided and ADIO-WriteStrided are independent and blocking versions of the noncontiguous read and write calls; nonblocking and collective versions are described in Sections 3.4 and 3.5, respectively. Note that these routines support all types of noncontiguous accesses that can be expressed in terms of MPI derived datatypes, not just simple uniform strides.
In the case of ADIOReadStrided, buf is the address of the buffer in memory into which count items of type datatype (an MPI derived datatype) must be read from the file. The starting location in the file may be specified by using explicit offset or individual file pointer. The noncontiguous storage pattern in the file is indicated by the f i l e t y p e (an MPI derived datatype) specified in ADIODpen or ADIOTcntl.
Note that ADIOReadCont i g and ADIO-WriteContig are special cases of ADIOReadStrided and ADIO-Writestrided. However, we consider contiguous accesses separately, because they are directly supported by all file systems and, therefore, may be implemented efficiently.
Nonblocking Reads and Writes
void ADIOlreadContig(ADIOPi1e f d , void *buf, i n t l e n , i n t f i l e -p t r -t y p e , ADIODffset o f f s e t , ADIORequest *request, i n t *error-code) void ADIOlreadStrided(ADIOEi1e f d , void *buf, i n t count, MPIDatatype datatype, i n t f ile-ptr-type, ADIODff s e t off s e t , ADIOJlequest *request, i n t *error-code) AD10 provides nonblocking versions of all read and write calls. A nonblocking routine may return before the read/write operation completes. Therefore, the resources specified in the call, such as buffers, may not be reused before testing for completion of the operation. Nonblocking routines return a request object that must be used to test for completion of the operation. The AD10 routines for testing the completion of a nonblocking operation are described in Section 3.7.
Collective Reads and Writes
void ADIOReadContigColl(ADIO-Fi1e f d , void *buf, i n t l e n , i n t file-ptr-type, ADIOBffset off s e t , ADIOStatus * s t a t u s , i n t *error-code) void ADIOReadStridedColl(ADIO-Fi1e f d , void *buf, i n t count, MPIDatatype datatype, i n t file-ptr-type, ADIOJffset o f f s e t , ADIOStatus * s t a t u s , i n t *error-code)
void ADIOlreadContigColl(ADIO-Fi1e f d , void *buf, i n t l e n , i n t file-ptr-type, ADIOaffset o f f s e t , ADIORequest *request, i n t *error-code)
void ADIOlreadStridedColl(ADIO-Fi1e f d , void *buf, i n t count, MPIDatatype datatype, i n t file-ptr-type, ADIOaffset o f f s e t , ADIORequest *request, i n t *error-code)
Several researchers have demonstrated that, for many common access patterns, collective 1/0 can greatly improve performance [3, 24, 14, 211. To enable the use of collective I/O, AD10 provides collective versions of all read/write routines. A collective routine must be called by all processes in the group that opened the file. However, a collective routine does not necessarily imply a barrier synchronization.
Seek
ADIOaff s e t ADIOSeekIndividual(ADIOPi1e f d , ADIO-Offset o f f s e t , i n t whence, i n t *error-code)
This function can be used to change the position of the individual file pointer. The file pointer is set according to the value supplied for whence, which could be AD I OSEEKSET, AD I O SEEK-CUR, or AD I O SEEKXND. If whence is ADIOSEEKSET, the file pointer is set to o f f s e t bytes from the start of the file. If whence is ADIOSEEK-CUR, the file pointer is set to o f f s e t bytes after its current location. If whence is ADIOSEEKXND, the file pointer is set to o f f s e t bytes after the end of the file.
Test and Wait
It is necessary to test the completion of nonblocking operations before any of the resources specified in the nonblocking routine can be reused. AD10 provides three kinds of routines for this purpose: a quick test for completion that requires no further action (ADIOxxxxDone), a test-and-complete ADIOxxxxIcomplete), and a wait-for-completion I ADIO..xxxxComplete). Separate routines exist for read and write operations. These routines check the request handle to determine whether the operation is complete and requires no further action. They return true if complete, and false otherwise. i n t ADIOReadIcomplete(ADI0Request *request, ADIOStatus * s t a t u s , i n t *error-code) Similarly ADIO-Writ e1 comple t e.
If an operation is not complete, the above routines can be used. Note that these routines do not block waiting for the operation to complete. Instead, they perform some additional processing necessary to complete the operation. If the operation is completed, they return true and set the s t a t u s variable; otherwise, they return false. If an error is detected, they return true and set the error-code appropriately.
void ADIOReadComplete(ADI0Request *request, ADIOStatus * s t a t u s , i n t *error-code) .
Similarly AD I O -W r i t eCompl e t e.
These routines block until the specified operation is completed and set the s t a t u s variable. If an error is detected, they set the error-code appropriately and return.
File Control
void ADIO-Fcntl(ADIO_File f d , i n t f l a g , ADIO-Fcntl-t *f c n t l , i n t *error-code)
This routine can be used to set or get information about an open file, such as displacement, etype, filetype, iomode, access mode, and hints.
Miscellaneous
AD10 also provides routines for purposes such as deleting files, resizing files, flushing cached data to disks, and initializing and terminating ADIO.
void ADIODelete(char *filename, i n t *error-code) void ADIOResize(ADIO1ile f d , ADIOJff s e t s i z e , i n t *error-code) void ADIO_Flush(ADIO_File f d , i n t *error-code) void ADIOlnit(int *argc, char ***argv, i n t *error-code) void ADIOXnd(int *error-code)
Implementation
Two aspects are involved in implementing ADIO: implementing an API on top of AD10 and implementing AD10 on a file system. The implementation may be done by using macros to eliminate the overhead of function calls (if it is not essential to check the correctness of function arguments).
Implementing an API on Top of
Here we explain how some of the different parallel-1/0 APIs can be implemented by using AD10 routines. In particular, we explain how the main features of the API map to some feature of ADIO. [27] maps quite naturally to ADIO, because both MPI-IO and AD10 use MPI to a large extent. In addition, we included a number of features in AD10 specifically for being able to implement MPI-IO: displacement, etype, filetype, the ability to use explicit offsets as well as file pointers, and file delete-on-close.
MPI-IO

AD10 on PIOFS
As in the case of PFS, blocking and nonblocking versions of contiguous reads and writes can be implemented by directly using their PIOFS counterparts. Noncontiguous accesses can be implemented, in some cases, by using the logical views supported by PIOFS. In other cases, it may be necessary to implement noncontiguous accesses either in terms of several contiguous accesses or by using data sieving. Since PIOFS does not directly support collective I/O, the AD10 implementation can use two-phase 1/0 for improving performance.
Intel PFS
PFS [la] is the parallel file system on the Intel Paragon. In addition to a Unix-like read/write interface, PFS also supports several file-pointer modes that specify the semantics of concurrent file access. The Unix-like interface and the MSJNIX and MASYNC modes are straightforward to implement on top of ADIO. M L O G mode can be implemented by emulating shared file pointers on top of ADIO. MSYNC, MAECORD, and M-GLOBAL modes can be implemented by using collective operations.
IBM PIOFS
PIOFS [ll] is the parallel file system on the IBM SP-2. In addition to a Unix-like read/write interface, PIOFS also supports logical partitioning of files. A processor can independently specify a logical view of the data in a file, called a subfile, and then read/write that subfile with a single call. It is straightforward to implement the Unix-like interface of PIOFS on top of ADIO. The logical file views of PIOFS can be mapped to appropriate MPI derived datatypes and accessed by using the noncontiguous read/write calls of ADIO.
PASSION and Panda
and Panda [21] are libraries that support input i'"] output of distributed multidimensional arrays. 1 / 0 of this type involves collective access to (potentially) noncontiguous data. AD10 supports both collective 1/0 and noncontiguous accesses; therefore, PASSION and Panda can be implemented by using appropriate AD10 routines.
Implementing AD10 on a File System
Here we explain how AD10 can be implemented on PFS, PIOFS, Unix, and NFS file systems.
AD10 on PFS
Some AD10 functions, such as blocking and nonblocking versions of contiguous reads and writes, can be implemented by directly using their PFS counterparts. However, for functions not directly supported by PFS, the AD10 implementation must perform the task of expressing the AD10 functions in terms of available PFS calls. For example, noncontiguous requests can either be translated into several contiguous requests separated by seeks or can be implemented by using optimizations such as data sieving [23] . Collective operations can be implemented by using optimizations such as two-phase 1/0 [3, 241.
4.2.3
AD10 can be easily implemented on a Unix file system that supports all Unix semantics, such as atomicity and concurrent accesses from multiple processes to a file. However, the Network File System (NFS), which is widely used in a workstation environment, does not always guarantee consistency when multiple processes write to a file concurrently (even to distinct locations in the file), because it performs client-side caching [22] . To overcome this problem, we implemented AD10 on NFS by using file lockang with the f cntl system call, which disables client-side caching. As a result, all requests from clients always go to the server, and consistency is maintained. Disabling client-side caching decreases the overall performance of NFS, but, nevertheless, it is necessary to ensure correctness of the result in the case of concurrent writes.
Current Status of Implementation
At present, we have implemented the PFS interface and subsets of MPI-IO and PIOFS interfaces on top of ADIO, and we have implemented AD10 on top of PFS, PIOFS, Unix, and NFS file systems, as illustrated in Figure 2 . Therefore, we are able to run applications (that use these interfaces) portably on the SP, Paragon, and networks of workstations. We are actively working on implementing the entire MPI-IO interface on top of AD10 and implementing AD10 on additional file systems.
AD10 on Unix and NFS
Performance
We studied the performance overhead of AD10 on PIOFS and PFS by using two test programs and one real production parallel application. Performance studies of AD10 on Unix and NFS are currently in progress.
We used the IBM SP at Argonne and the Intel Paragon at Caltech. The parallel 1/0 systems on these two machines were configured as follows during our experiments. On the SP, there were eight 1/0 server nodes for PIOFS, each with 3Gbytes of local SCSI disks, and the operating system was AIX 3.2.5. On the Paragon, there were 16 1 / 0 nodes for PFS, each connected to a 4.8-Gbyte RAID-3 disk array, and the operating system was Paragon/OSF R1.3.3. On both machines, users were not allowed to run compute jobs on the 1/0 nodes.
The performance results presented below are from an implementation of AD10 using functions, not PFS MPI-IO PIOFS 
Test Programs
In the first program, called Program I, each process accesses its own independent file. Each process writes 1 Mbyte of data to its local file and reads it back, and this writing and reading procedure is performed ten times. We wrote three different versions of this program: for PFS, PIOFS, and MPI-IO.
The second program, called Program 11, is similar to Program I except that all processes access a common file. The data from different processes is stored in the file in order of process rank. Each process writes 1 Mbyte of data to a common file and reads it back, and this writing and reading procedure is performed ten times. We also wrote three different versions of this program: for PFS, PIOFS, and MPI-IO.
To determine the overhead due to ADIO, we ran three cases of each program on the SP and Paragon.
The three cases run on the SP were as follows:
1. The PIOFS version run directly on PIOFS.
The PIOFS version run through AD10 on PIOFS
(PIOFS -> AD10 -> PIOFS). This case shows the overhead due to ADIO.
The MPI-IO version run through AD10 on PI-OFS (MPI-IO -> AD10 -> PIOFS)
. Th' is case shows the overhead of using the MPI-IO interface along with ADIO. Table 1 shows the 1/0 time for all three cases of the two test programs, run on 16 processors on the SP. Clearly, the overhead of using AD10 was negligible.
The three cases run on the Paragon were as follows:
1. The PFS version run directly on PFS.
The PFS version run through AD10 on PFS (PFS
The MPI-IO version run through AD10 on PFS
-> AD10 --> PFS).
(MPI-IO -> AD10 -> PFS). 
Production Application
The application we used is a parallel production code developed at the University of Chicago to to study the gravitational collapse of self-gravitating gaseous clouds. Details about the application and its 1/0 characteristics can be found in [26] .
The application uses several three-dimensional arrays that are distributed in a (block,block,block) fashion. The algorithm is iterative and, every few iterations, several arrays are written to files for three purposes: data analysis, checkpointing, and visualization. The storage order of data in files is required to be the same as it would be if the program were run on a single processor. The application uses two-phase 1 / 0 for reading and writing distributed arrays, with 1/0 routines optimized separately for PFS and PIOFS [26] . I/O is performed by all processors in parallel.
We ran three cases of the application on the SP and Paragon. The three cases on the SP were as follows:
1. The PIOFS version run directly. 3.
The PIOFS version run t,hrou h AD10 on PIOFS
The Intel PFS version run through AD10 on PI-OFS (PFS -> AD10 -> PIOFS).
The three cases on the Paragon were as follows:
1. The PFS version run directly.
2. The PFS version run through AD10 on PFS (PFS -> AD10 -> PFS).
3. The IBM PIOFS version run through AD10 on PFS (PIOFS -> AD10 -> PFS).
We could not run an MPI-IO version, because the application has not yet been ported to MPI-IO. On both machines, we ran the application on 16 processors using a mesh of size 128 x 128 x 128 grid points. The application started by reading a restart file and ran for ten iterations, dumping arrays every five iterations. A total of 50Mbytes of data was read at the start, and around 100Mbytes of data was written every five iterations. The sizes of individual read/write operations were as follows: there was one small read of 24 bytes and several large reads of 512 Kbytes; there were a few small writes of 24 bytes and several large writes of 128 Kbytes and 512 Kbytes. Tables 3 and 4 show the 1/0 time taken by the application on the SP and Paragon, respectively. The overhead due to AD10 was very small on both systems. In addition, AD10 allowed us to run the SP version of the application on the Paragon and the Paragon version on the SP, both with very low overhead.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have described a strategy for implementing portable parallel-I/O APIs by using an abstract-device interface for parallel I/O, called ADIO. We have explained the design of AD10 and its use in implementing several APIs. Our performance studies indicate that the AD10 approach enables portable implementations with very low overhead.
We believe that AD10 has tremendous potential in solving many of the problems faced by application programmers regarding lack of portable standard API for parallel I/O. Therefore, we view the work described in this paper as only the beginning of a large project. We intend to devdop a complete implementation of MPI-IO and track the interface definition as it evolves through the MPI Forum. We also intend to implement AD10 on other file systems for greater portability. We intend to distribute our code freely together with the MPICH implementation of MPI [8] .
We note that the AD10 interface defined in this paper may change as our implementations and studies reveal the need for providing additional/different functionality at the AD10 level. The latest definition of the interface can always be obtained from http://www.mcs.anl.gov/home/thakur/adio.
